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Digital geometry is the geometry of digital images. Compared to Euclid’s geometry,
which has been studied for more than two thousand years, this field is very young.

Efim Khalimsky’s topology on the integers, invented in the 1970s, is a digital
counterpart of the Euclidean topology on the real line. The Khalimsky topology
became widely known to researchers in digital geometry and computer imagery during
the early 1990s.

Suppose that a continuous function is defined on a subspace of an n-dimensional
Khalimsky space. One question to ask is whether this function can be extended to
a continuous function defined on the whole space. We solve this problem. A related
problem is to characterize the subspaces on which every continuous function can be
extended. Also this problem is solved.

We generalize and solve the extension problem for integer-valued, Khalimsky-
continuous functions defined on arbitrary smallest-neighborhood spaces, also called
Alexandrov spaces.

The notion of a digital straight line was clarified in 1974 by Azriel Rosenfeld. We
introduce another type of digital straight line, a line that respects the Khalimsky
topology in the sense that a line is a topological embedding of the Khalimsky line
into the Khalimsky plane.

In higher dimensions, we generalize this construction to digital Khalimsky hyper-
planes, surfaces and curves by digitization of real objects. In particular we study
approximation properties and topological separation properties.

The last paper is about Khalimsky manifolds, spaces that are locally homeomorphic
to n-dimensional Khalimsky space. We study different definitions and address basic
questions such as uniqueness of dimension and existence of certain manifolds.
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1. Introduction

Digital geometry is the geometry of computer images. The word geometry
is of Greek origin: geo means ‘earth’; metria means ‘measure’. Hence
geometry is about measuring earth; the need of developing geometry
originate from the need of surveying land.1
The geometry of computer images is, in many aspects, rather different

from Euclid’s geometry—the classical geometry of straight lines, circles,
and triangles, which has been studied for more than two thousand years
and is still taught in school. But there are also many similarities.
In Euclidean geometry, objects are idealized. A curve is infinitely thin

and contains infinitely many points. We may draw a line segment or a
circle on the blackboard tacitly understanding that what we draw is only
a representation, at best an approximation, of the real object. And the
fact that we can draw pictures has inspired much of the development of
classical geometry.
Today many, if not most, pictures around us are digital. A digital

image consists of small picture elements, pixels, of different colors. Our
eyes and brain put them together to form geometrical objects. This idea
is far from new, of course. There are mosaics much older than Euclid.
A straight line on the computer screen is not what Euclid meant by

a straight line, but a finite collection of pixels that we perceive as a
line segment. But is there a principal difference between a drawn line
on a blackboard and a line on a computer screen? Both are, after all,
approximations of the Euclidean line.
From our point of view, the crucial difference is that the set of pixels on

a computer screen is, in itself, a well-defined mathematical object. If we
assume that our screen is based on the usual square grid it is natural to
identify the screen with a subset of the digital plane, Z

2. More precisely,
we use a subset of Z

2 to address the set of pixels. Similarly, we identify a
digital segment line with some finite subset of the screen. Subsets of Z

2

can be treated with the same mathematical rigor and precision as objects
in classical geometry.
A research program in digital geometry could be formulated as follows:

Take a definition or a theorem in classical geometry. Convert it to a
digital counterpart. This may sound straightforward, but the conversion

1Digital geometry is applied to remote sensing and the analysis of satellite images, so
this application is indeed of present interest.
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is far from automatic. It turns out that one almost always has to make
choices, that different interpretations are possible. With one interpreta-
tion a certain theorem from classical geometry may have a digital coun-
terpart, while some other theorem has not. With another interpretation,
the conclusion might be the reverse.
This thesis is about continuous functions between digital spaces. It is

also about surfaces and curves generated by continuous functions. The
choice I have made, is to study continuity with respect to the Khalimsky
topology. There are other choices, but I think this choice leads to a
mathematically interesting theory.

1.1 Background
A more technical way to define digital geometry, is as the study of geo-
metric and topological properties of digital images. Sometimes, the term
digital topology is used for the same thing. It has a different shade of
meaning, but the distinction is not always sharp. A wider area is discrete
geometry, also called combinatorial geometry. Digital geometry can be
said to be a part of discrete geometry, but the latter discipline overlaps
also with convex geometry and computational geometry.
Digital images should not be understood to mean merely digital pic-

tures intended for display on a computer screen or for print, but some-
thing much more general. Nowadays, digital images appear in a wide
range of diverse applications, including computer graphics, medical imag-
ing, microscopy, computer tomography, pattern analysis, text recognition
and remote sensing.
The traditional approach to digital geometry and digital topology has

been graph-theoretical rather than topological, in spite of the name.
Properties of digital images that one has considered include convexity,
area, perimeter, distance and shape and one has studied connected sets,
arcs, curves, straight lines etc.
The mathematical study of these concepts and related problems started

in the early 1960s, following the development of computers and pattern
recognition machines. Technological advances made it possible to actu-
ally visualize digital geometry.
I think few would object if I named Azriel Rosenfeld (1931–2004) the

father of digital geometry. He made pioneering contributions to nearly
every area of the field and wrote the first (Davis 2004) textbook on com-
puter vision (Rosenfeld 1969). This book contains a chapter on digital
geometry.
Digital geometry emerged from computer science, and a majority of

the researchers of the field were computer scientists. Rosenfeld’s (1979)
article in the American Math Monthly disseminated knowledge about the
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subject among mathematicians. Kong and Rosenfeld (1989) survey of the
field is still an excellent introduction.

1.2 Digital spaces
One could start the study of digital geometry by declaring that digital
geometry is the geometry of Z

2 and Z
3, possibly Z

n, together with an ad-
jacency relation. This is certainly the most common setup in applications
of today, but let us aim for something slightly more general.
A digital space is a pair, (V, π), where V is a set of points and π is a

symmetric, irreflexive, binary relation on V . Two distinct points, x, y, of
V are called adjacent if (x, y) ∈ π. The space is called connected if, for
any two distinct points, x, y ∈ V , there is a finite sequence x1, . . . , xn of
points in V with the property that xi is adjacent to xi+1 for all 1 � i �
n− 1, x = x1, and y = xn.
If V is finite, then V is just an undirected graph, but we allow V to

be infinite. This definition essentially follows Herman (1998). Often we
shall write only V for a digital space instead of (V, π). The space is then
implicitly understood to have an adjacency structure.
Let us take the computer screen as a model example. The screen

consists of millions of small squares, pixels, and to be concrete, let us
say that they are addressed by S = [0, 1023]Z × [0, 767]Z ⊂ Z

2 ([a, b]Z
denotes the integer interval [a, b]∩Z). The computer screen is often called
a square grid.
To fit this into our notion of a digital space, we take S to be our set

of points. In doing this we have already lost some information about the
physical setup; in our model the pixels are no longer small squares, but
abstract points.
To compensate for this loss of information, we have freedom in choosing

the adjacency relations. For a computer screen there are several possible
choices. A pixel is a square and so has four neighboring pixels that
share an edge, sometimes called edge neighbors. We can express this by
declaring x and y to be adjacent if d1(x, y) = 1, where d1 denotes the l1
metric, i.e.,

d1(x, y) = |x1 − y1|+ |x2 − y2| .
Figure 1.1(a) illustrates the setup. We call this adjacency relation, where
each point has four neighbors, 4-adjacency and refer to Z

2 equipped with
4-adjacency as the 4-connected digital plane.
Another possibility is to let the eight pixels sharing and edge or a corner

be adjacent. We say that x and y are 8-adjacent if d∞(x, y) = 1, where
d∞ is the l∞ metric, i.e.,

d∞(x, y) = max(|x1 − y1| , |x2 − y2|).

3



(a) 4-adjacency (b) 8-adjacency

Figure 1.1: (a) The digital plane, Z
2 equipped with 4-adjacency. (b) Z

2 with
8-adjacency.

(a) Hexagonal grid (b) Triangular grid

Figure 1.2: (a) The hexagonal grid. Each point (hexagon) is adjacent to six
neighbors. (b) The triangular grid. Each point (triangle) is adjacent to the
three neighbors sharing an edge. Another possibility (not shown) is to let a
point be adjacent to the twelve triangles that share an edge or a corner.

The digital plane with 8-adjacency is shown in Figure 1.1(b). This thesis
is mainly about Khalimsky spaces, which will be properly defined later.
However, let us just note that for the digital plane, Khalimsky’s adjacency
relation falls between 4-adjacency and 8-adjacency. Figure 1.5 on page 14
provides an illustration.
There are other ways to partition the plane than to divide it into

squares. The hexagonal grid consists of hexagons covering the space. It
is known to be superior to the rectangular grid in certain aspects of image
processing (Her 1995). Another possibility is the triangular grid. These
grids with their natural adjacency relations are shown in Figure 1.2.
Let us study the hexagonal grid more carefully. The centers of the

hexagons can be parametrized by Z
2 through the mapping α : Z

2 → R
2,

(x1, x2) �→ 1
2
(2x1 + x2,

√
3x2) (1.1)
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Figure 1.3: The rectangular grid, Z
2, with a hexagonal adjacency relation.

This mapping induces an adjacency relation on Z
2, where each point has

six neighbors and x, y ∈ Z
2 are adjacent if d1(x, y) = 1 or

(x1 − y1)(x2 − y2) = −1.

Expressed differently, a point x is adjacent to x ± (1, 0), x ± (0, 1), and
x± (1,−1), as illustrated in Figure 1.3.

Digital images
A digital picture or digital image is a function that maps the points of a
digital space into some set of colors. On the computer screen, the set of
colors is typically a triple of numbers, describing the intensities of red,
green, and blue light. Consider again our model example, the computer
screen S. If we let the intensities of light be in the real range [0, 1], a
digital image on S is a mapping S → [0, 1]3.
This thesis is about the geometry of digital spaces, and we shall in

principle only consider binary images, which are mappings into the set
{0, 1} or equivalently into the set {black,white}. Binary images are nat-
urally identified with characteristic functions on (the set of points of) the
digital space and hence with subsets. When we speak, for example, of
a curve in digital space, the curve is a subset and therefore an image as
described above.

Three-dimensional digital topology
Much of what has been said about two-dimensional digital spaces is read-
ily generalized to three dimensions. We must emphasize that we make
no formal definition of the dimension of a digital space; we simply call a
digital space three-dimensional when we think of it as an approximation
of a three-dimensional real space.
Points in three-dimensional digital spaces are called voxels, which

stands for volume element. The cubic grid, where the voxels are cubes
addressed by Z

3, is a natural example.
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Two-dimensional 4-adjacency corresponds to 6-adjacency in three di-
mensions and is generated by the l1 metric of Z

3. The 8-adjacency, gen-
erated by l∞ metric, corresponds to 26-adjacency. And there are many
possible adjacencies in between.
Let us dwell on the cardinality of neighborhoods for a while. Local

problems in the digital plane are often relatively easy to solve. The
neighborhoods are small, and so is the number of local configurations of
points; many problems can be solved by inspecting a number of cases.
With 26 points in a three-dimensional neighborhood, the number of

subsets is 226 = 67 108 864, and even if take symmetries into account, a
huge number of configurations remain. Three-dimensional digital geom-
etry is much harder to study by brute force methods.
In n-dimensional space, the size of the neighborhood that corresponds

to the 26-neighborhood consists of 3n − 1 points and consequently the
number of local configurations is 23n−1, which quickly becomes an alarm-
ingly huge number.

Embeddings of digital spaces
Let (X,π) be a digital space and let Y be a subset of X. The digital
space (Y, π ∩ (Y × Y )), i.e., the digital space over Y where x, y ∈ Y are
adjacent if and only if (x, y) ∈ π, is called a digital subspace of (X,π).
If X and Y are any digital spaces, and ϕ : Y → X is an injective

mapping with the property that x and y in Y are adjacent precisely
when ϕ(x) and ϕ(y) are adjacent in X, then the mapping φ is called a
digital embedding of Y into X and we say that Y is embedded into X. A
digital subspace is embedded under the inclusion mapping.
We shall give a few examples of digital subspaces. The 4-connected

plane is a subspace of Z
3 with 6-adjacency,

{(x1, x2, 0); (x1, x2) ∈ Z
2} ⊂ Z

3.

If we instead consider Z
3 with 26-adjacency, the same subset is the 8-

connected plane. More surprising is, perhaps, that the 4-connected plane
is embedded into the 8-connected plane, through the mapping

Z
2 → Z

2, (x1, x2) �→ (x1 + x2, x1 − x2).
The image of this map is {(x1, x2) ∈ Z

2;x1 ≡ x2 (mod 2)}.

Face-centered and body-centered cubic grids
The hexagonal grid can be generalized in different ways to three dimen-
sions. Let us define the face-centered cubic grid (or fcc grid for short) to
be the set

F = {(x1, x2, x3) ∈ Z
3; x1 + x2 + x3 = 0 (mod 2)}.
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It can be proved that the voxels associated with the fcc grid has the shape
of a rhombic dodecahedron (Herman 1998, p. 45).
Two voxels x and y in the fcc grid share a face if and only if d∞(x, y) = 1

and d1(x, y) = 2. Explicitly, a voxel p share a face with the twelve points

p± {(0, 1, 1), (0, 1,−1), (1, 0, 1), (1, 0,−1), (1, 1, 0), (1,−1, 0)}.

We use this set to define the adjacency relation on F . A voxel x in the
fcc grid is also share a corner but no face with the six points

p± {(2, 0, 0), (0, 2, 0), (0, 0, 2)}

but we shall not consider these points adjacent.
Why do we call the fcc grid a generalization of the hexagonal grid?

One motivation is that the hexagonal grid is embedded into the fcc grid.
Define a mapping γ : Z

2 → F by

(x1, x2) �→ (x1, x2, x1 − x2).

If we let Z
2 be equipped with the hexagonal adjacency relation induced

by (1.1), it is not hard to see that two points in the hexagonal grid,
x, y ∈ Z

2 are adjacent if and only if γ(x) and γ(y) are adjacent in the fcc
grid. Hence γ is an embedding.
We define the body-centered cubic grid to be the following subset of Z

2

B = {(x1, x2, x3) ∈ Z
3; x1 ≡ x2 ≡ x3 = 0 (mod 2)}.

The voxels associated with the bcc grids are truncated octahedrons, with
eight hexagonal and six square faces. Adjacent to a point p ∈ B are the
eight points

p± {(1, 1, 1), (−1, 1, 1), (1,−1, 1), (1, 1,−1)},

which share a hexagonal side, and the six points

p± {(2, 0, 0), (0, 2, 0), (0, 0, 2)},

which share a square side. In total, a point in the bcc grid is adjacent to
14 points. The voxel does not share an edge or a corner with any voxel,
except for these.
As for the fcc grid, we can embed the hexagonal plane into the bcc

grid. Let β : Z
2 → B be defined by

(x1, x2) �→ (x1, x1, x1 + 2x2).

When Z
2 is equipped with the hexagonal adjacency relation (1.1), this

mapping is an embedding.
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1.3 Smallest-neighborhood spaces
We shall introduce some notation and make some basic definitions that
will be used throughout this thesis. On the one hand, we assume only
knowledge of well-known mathematics, such as topological spaces. On
the other hand, this introduction is brief with few examples and those
unfamiliar with the subject may want to look at, for example, Kiselman’s
(2004b) lecture notes.
The axioms of a topological space declare that the intersection of

finitely many open sets be open. In general, it is not true that the
intersection of arbitrarily many open sets is open.
On a computer, if we were to implement a topological space, it would

be a finite space; there is only a finite amount of memory in a given
computer. In a finite space any family of subsets is finite, so such a space
fulfills a stronger axiom: the intersection of any family of open sets is
open.
We may take this stronger axiom and consider the class of topological

spaces, finite or not, that happen to satisfy it. Such a space is called a
smallest-neighborhood space.

Definition 1.1. A topological space X is called a smallest-neighborhood
space if for any family {Aj}j∈J of open sets Aj ⊂ X, their intersection,⋂
j∈J Aj , is open.

Spaces satisfying this definition were studied by Alexandrov (1937),
and they are therefore called Alexandrov spaces as well. But this name
has one disadvantage: it is already used for spaces appearing in differen-
tial geometry.
Why do we need to introduce smallest-neighborhood spaces when the

spaces on a computer are indeed finite? One reason is convenience. If
we were to do geometry on a finite space, say [0, 1023]Z × [0, 767]Z, we
would have many special cases: points at the border and four corner
points. Either we would have to treat these exceptions in the proofs and
the formulations of the theorems, which would be tedious, or we would
have to restrict ourselves by considering objects sufficiently far away from
the borders. By doing geometry on Z

2, we escape these technicalities.
We conclude this discussion by remarking that there are other ways to
avoid dealing with border points in finite spaces. One possibility is to do
geometry on a digital torus.

Closures and smallest neighborhoods
Let B be a subset of a topological space X. The closure of B is the
intersection of all closed sets containing B. Usually it is denoted by B.
We shall instead write CX(B) for the closure of B in X. This allows us

8



to specify in what space we consider the closure and is a notation dual
to NX , which is to be defined.
Let NX(B) be the intersection of all open sets containing B. In general

NX(B) is not an open set, but in a smallest-neighborhood space it is: it
is the smallest neighborhood containing B.
If there is no danger of ambiguity, we will just write N (B) and C (B)

instead ofNX(B) and CX(B). When x is a point inX, we define N (x) =
N ({x}) and C (x) = C ({x}). Note that y ∈ N (x) if and only if x ∈
C (y).
We have already remarked that N (x) is the smallest neighborhood

of x. Conversely, the existence of a smallest neighborhood around ev-
ery point implies that an arbitrary intersection of open sets is open.
Hence this existence could have been used as an alternative definition
of a smallest-neighborhood space.

Connected spaces and adjacency
A topological space X is called connected if the only sets that are both
closed and open are the empty set andX itself. A connectivity component
(sometimes called a connected component) of a topological space is a
connected subspace that is maximal with respect to inclusion. A point x
is called open if the set {x} is open, and is called closed if {x} is closed.
If a point x is either open or closed it is called pure, otherwise it is called
mixed.
Two distinct points x and y in X are called adjacent if the subspace
{x, y} is connected. It is easy to check that x and y are adjacent if
and only if y ∈ N (x) or x ∈ N (y). Another equivalent condition is
y ∈ N (x)∪C (x). The adjacency set in X of a point x, denoted AX(x),
is the set of points adjacent to x. Thus we have

AX(x) = (NX(x) ∪ CX(x))� {x}.

If possible, we just write A (x). A point adjacent to x is called a neighbor
of x. This terminology, however, is somewhat dangerous since a neighbor
of x need not be in the smallest neighborhood of x. Generalizing the
notion of the adjacency set, if B ⊂ X then A (B) is the set of points not
in B but adjacent to some point in B. Thus A (B) = (N (B)∪C (B))�B.
Geometrically, A (B) can be viewed as a boundary of B and we therefore
refer to it as the adjacency boundary of B.

Separation axioms
Topological separation axioms decree to what degree the topology must
be able to distinguish between points of the space or subsets of the space.

9



Smallest-neighborhood spaces satisfy, generally, only weak separation ax-
ioms.
Kolmogorov’s separation axiom, also called the T0 axiom, states that

given two distinct points x and y, there is an open set containing one of
them but not the other. An equivalent formulation is that N (x) = N (y)
implies x = y for every x and y. This axiom is quite natural to impose;
if x and y have the same neighborhood, then they are indistinguishable
from a topological point of view and should perhaps be identified.
A smallest-neighborhood space can also satisfy the T1/2 axiom. This

means that each point is pure, that it is either open or closed. Clearly,
the T1/2 axiom implies the T0 axiom.
The T1 axiom is in principle too strong to impose on a smallest-neigh-

borhood space. It states that all points are closed. In a smallest-neigh-
borhood space this means that every set is closed. Hence, the only
T1 smallest-neighborhood spaces are spaces with the discrete topology,
which are uninteresting.

The Alexandrov–Birkhoff preorder
There is a correspondence between smallest-neighborhood spaces and
partially preordered sets. Let X be a smallest-neighborhood space and
define x � y to hold if y ∈ N (x). We shall call this relation the
Alexandrov–Birkhoff preorder. It was studied independently by Alexan-
drov (1937) and by Birkhoff (1937).
The Alexandrov–Birkhoff preorder is always reflexive (for all x is x � x)

and transitive (for all x, y, z ∈ X, x � y and y � z imply x � z). A
relation satisfying these conditions is called a preorder (or quasiorder).
A preorder is an order if it in addition is anti-symmetric (for all x, y ∈
X, x � y and y � x imply x = y). The Alexandrov–Birkhoff preorder is
an order if and only the space is T0.

Duality
Since the open and closed sets in a smallest neighborhood space X satisfy
exactly the same axioms, there is a complete symmetry. Instead of calling
the open sets open, we may call them closed, and call the closed sets open.
Then we get a new smallest-neighborhood space, called the dual of X,
which we will denote by X ′.
In terms of the Alexandrov–Birkhoff preorder, the dual space is

equipped with the opposite order. If x � y in X, then y � x in X ′.
A smallest-neighborhood space X may be homeomorphic to its dual.

There are trivial examples, and the Khalimsky line (to be defined in
Section 1.5) has this property: the mapping Z → Z

′, m �→ m + 1 is a
homeomorphism. On the other hand, a Khalimsky interval with an odd
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number of points is not homeomorphic to its dual. If such a Khalimsky
interval has k open points then its dual has k + 1 or k − 1 open points.

1.4 Topological digital spaces
We have defined a digital space to be a set of points, V with a symmetric,
irreflexive, binary relation, π, called the adjacency relation. If X is a
smallest-neighborhood space, we can identify it with a digital space by
saying that a pair (x, y) of points in X belongs to π if x ∈ A (y) (or
equivalently, y ∈ A (x)). We call a digital space topological if there is
topology on the set of points that generates the adjacency relation.
Not all digital spaces are topological. It is a relatively easy exercise

to show that Z
2 with 8-adjacency is not topological. It follows that for

n � 2, the space Z
n with (3n − 1)-adjacency is not topological, since Z

2

with 8-adjacency would then be a subspace.
It is also easy to show that the hexagonal grid is not topological, and

this in turn implies that the fcc and bcc grids are not topological by a
corresponding subspace argument.
However, the class of topological digital spaces is not empty. The

digital plane with 4-adjacency is topological, for example. Let use write
p = (p1, p2) for a point p ∈ Z

2. If we declare N (p) = {p} if p1 + p2 ≡ 0
(mod 2) and

N (p) = {p, p± (1, 0), p± (0, 1)}
if p1 + p2 ≡ 1 (mod 2) we obtain a basis for the Marcus–Wyse topology
(Wyse et al. 1970) of Z

2. This argument can be generalized to show that
Z
n with 2n-adjacency is topological. Let N (p) = {p} if ∑ni=1 pi ≡ 0
(mod 2) and let

N (p) = {p, p± (1, 0, . . . ), p± (0, 1, 0, . . . ), . . . , p± (0, . . . , 0, 1)}
otherwise. Also the triangular grid can be shown to be topological, by
a very similar construction. Topological adjacency relations on Z

n are
discussed in detail by Kong (2002).

Some historical remarks
Finite topological spaces and smallest-neighborhood spaces did not re-
ceive much attention during 30 or 40 years following Alexandrov’s (1937)
paper, with a few exceptions, see Stong (1966) and Wyse et al. (1970).
Smallest-neighborhood spaces does not satisfy the Hausdorff separation
axioms, unless discrete, and was viewed primarily as a source of counter
examples to topological properties.
The advance of digital image processing has led to a new interest in

the subject. The start was probably Khalimsky’s papers, discussed in
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the next section. The paper by Kong et al. (1991) was important for
making the ideas widely known. More recent is Kopperman’s (2003)
paper, written at a time when the field was more mature.
Independent from Khalimsky, Kovalevsky (1989) argued that cellular

complexes are appropriate topological spaces for digital geometry. This
idea was also introduced by Herman and Webster (1983). The results of
this thesis applies to such spaces, since they are topologically equivalent
to smallest-neighborhood spaces. See, for example, Klette (2002).

1.5 The Khalimsky topology
In the 1960s, Efim Khalimsky published papers on topologies of ordered
segments (Halimskĭı 1969) and products of ordered segments. The papers
were written in Russian, and were not much known outside the Soviet
Union. Twenty years later, Khalimsky and others (Khalimsky 1987, Khal-
imsky et al. 1990b, Kopperman 1994) published papers in English with
applications of Khalimsky’s topology to problems in digital geometry.
This was the beginning of intensive research. The digital plane and,

more generally, Z
n can be equipped with the Khalimsky topology. The

induced adjacency relation falls between (3n − 1)-adjacency and 2n-
adjacency.
One feature that drew immediate interest was the natural formulation

of a digital Jordan Curve theorem (see Theorem 1.3). It is known since
Rosenfeld’s early papers that if one considers curves with 8-adjacency
then the digital plane has to be equipped with 4-adjacency for a digital
Jordan Curve theorem to hold. This means that one has to use different
adjacency relations in the same image. This problem disappears with the
Khalimsky topology.
Indeed, the Khalimsky topology has many remarkable properties and

is, up to duality, the unique topology with these properties. For example,
the Khalimsky line, Z is connected. But if one point is removed, then
it falls apart into two connectivity components. This is a well-known
property of the real line. Kong (2003) has generalized this observation to
higher dimensions.

Construction of Khalimsky spaces
We shall construct the Khalimsky topology on Z using a more direct
approach than in the original construction. Let us identify with each
even integer m the closed, real interval [m− 1/2,m+1/2] and with each
odd integer n the open interval ]n− 1/2, n+ 1/2[. These intervals form
a partition of the Euclidean line R and we may consider the quotient
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Figure 1.4: The Khalimsky line. Odd numbers correspond to open points, even
numbers to closed points.

space. Identifying each interval with the corresponding integer gives us
the Khalimsky topology on Z.
Since R is connected, the Khalimsky line is connected. It is readily

proved that Z � {m} is not connected for any m ∈ Z. From the con-
struction it follows that an even point is closed and that an odd point is
open. In terms of smallest neighborhoods, we have N (m) = {m} if m
is odd and N (n) = {n− 1, n, n+ 1} if n is even. The Khalimsky line is
illustrated in Figure 1.4.
Let a and b, a � b, be integers. A Khalimsky interval is an interval

[a, b] ∩ Z of integers with the topology induced from the Khalimsky line.
We will denote such an interval by [a, b]Z and call a and b its endpoints.
There is a slight difference between our definition and the original, a dif-
ference concerning spaces with precisely two points. In Khalimsky’s origi-
nal papers, the Khalimsky line was defined axiomatically and a two-point
set, X = {x, y}, with the chaotic topology, {∅, X}, satisfies Khalimsky’s
axioms. With our definition, this space is not a Khalimsky space.
A Khalimsky arc in a topological space X is a topological embedding

of a Khalimsky interval in X. If any two points in X are the endpoints
of some Khalimsky arc in X, we say that X is Khalimsky arc-connected.
The following result is fundamental.

Theorem 1.2. A T0 smallest-neighborhood space is connected if and
only if it is Khalimsky arc-connected.

This is Theorem 11 of Paper II, where a simple proof is given. Slightly
weaker is Theorem 3.2c in Khalimsky et al. (1990b). The result follows
also from Kopperman’s (1994) Lemma 20(b).
Taking the product of two Khalimsky lines, we obtain the Khalimsky

plane, Z
2. Points with both coordinates odd are open and points with

both coordinates even are closed. These are the pure points in the plane.
Points with one odd and one even coordinate are mixed. The adjacency
relations of the Khalimsky plane are illustrated in Figure 1.5.
If q is a mixed point, then A (q) = {x ∈ Z

2; d1(q, x) = 1} and if p is
pure, then A (p) = {x ∈ Z

2; d∞(p, x) = 1}. More generally, Khalimsky
n-space, Z

n, is the product of n Khalimsky lines. In this space, points
with all coordinates odd are open, points with all coordinates even are
closed, and all other points are mixed.
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Figure 1.5: The Khalimsky plane. Pure points are adjacent to all eight neigh-
bors. There are two types of mixed points: (odd, even) and (even, odd).
Topologically, these are equivalent and a mixed point is adjacent to four neigh-
bors.

Let Zm denote the quotient space Z/mZ for some even integerm � 4 (if
m is odd, we will end up identifying open and closed points, which results
in a space with the chaotic topology) This space is called a Khalimsky
circle and is a finite (therefore compact2) space, locally homeomorphic
to the Khalimsky line.
If we take the product of two Khalimsky circles we obtain a Khalimsky

torus, T 2m1,m2 = Zm1×Zm2 . The Khalimsky torus is parametrized by two
even integers greater than 2. Another way to construct the Khalimsky
torus is to take a rectangle in the Khalimsky plane, [0,m1]× [0,m2], and
glue the boundaries in the same way an ordinary torus is glued. The
Khalimsky torus T 24,8 is shown in Figure 1.6. It is straightforward to
generalize the concept and define a Khalimsky n-torus,

Tnm = Zm1 × · · · × Zmn ,

where m ∈ (2Z)n and mi � 4 for each 1 � i � n. It can be proved that
Tnm and Tnm′ are homeomorphic if and only if there is a permutation of
coordinates that takes m to m′.
A Khalimsky circle embedded in Z

2 is called a Khalimsky–Jordan
curve. In this setting we have the following theorem, proved by Khalim-
sky et al. (1990b). A different proof was given in (Halimskĭı 1977) and a
shorter proof can be found in (Kiselman 2000).

Theorem 1.3 (Khalimsky’s Jordan curve theorem). Let J be any Khal-
imsky Jordan curve in the Khalimsky plane. Then the complement,
Z
2

� J , has exactly two connectivity components.
2Bourbaki calls such a space quasi-compact since it is not Hausdorff.
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Figure 1.6: The Khalimsky torus Z8×Z4. Closed points are marked with black
disks and open points with gray.

Digital Jordan curve theorems and other separation theorems are of
importance in applications. Rosenfeld studied curves in Z

2 with different
non-topological adjacency relations (Rosenfeld 1979). Another version of
the theorem (Šlapal 2006) is for the digital plane with a different topology.
In this connection, we mention also Neumann-Lara and Wilson (1992).
When generalized to higher dimension, the result is often called a digital
Jordan–Brouwer theorem. In three-dimensional Khalimsky space, such
a theorem was given by Kopperman et al. (1991). An n-dimensional,
graph-theoretical, version is given by Khachan et al. (2003). Herman’s
(1998) book contains a very general result.

1.6 Khalimsky-continuous functions
Unless otherwise stated, we shall assume that Z

n is equipped with the
Khalimsky topology from now on. This makes it meaningful to consider
continuous functions from some topological space to the integers. These
functions are sometimes called Khalimsky-continuous, to stress that they
are not real-valued (and continuous).
Let us consider a continuous function f : Z → Z. First, we note that

it is necessarily Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant 1. We say that the
function is Lip-1. To see this, suppose that |f(n + 1) − f(n)| � 2 for
some n. Then f({n, n + 1}) is not connected, in spite of the fact that
{n, n+ 1} is connected. This is impossible if f is continuous.
However, Lip-1 is not sufficient for continuity. Suppose that n is even

and that f(n) is odd. Since U = {f(n)} = f({n}) is open, we have
V = f−1(U) open. In particular, this means that the smallest neigh-
borhood N ({n}) = {n, n ± 1} is contained in V or in other words that
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f(n± 1) = f(n). A similar argument applies when f(n) is even and n is
odd.

Proposition 1.4. A function f : Z→ Z is continuous if and only if
1. f is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant 1.
2. For every n ∈ Z, if f(n) �≡ n (mod 2) then f(n± 1) = f(n).
From the proposition it follows that a continuous function Z

2 → Z is
Lip-1 if we equip Z

2 with the l∞ metric. For example, if f(0, 0) = 0, then
f(1, 0) can be only 0 or ±1. It follows that f(1, 1) ∈ [−2, 2]Z, and by
checking the parity conditions, one easily excludes the cases f(1, 1) = ±2.
This result holds in any dimension.

Proposition 1.5. A continuous function f : Z
n → Z is Lip-1 with re-

spect to the l∞ metric.

Let us say that a function f : Z
n → Z is continuous in each variable

separately or separately continuous if for each x ∈ Z
n and each 1 � j � n

the map:

Ax,j : Z→ Z, α �→ f(x1, . . . , xj−1, α, xj+1, . . . , xn)

is continuous. For real-valued functions, separate continuity does not
imply continuity. Counterexamples are usually presented in some basic
calculus course. For Khalimsky-continuous functions, however, we have
the following theorem.

Theorem 1.6. A function f : Z
n → Z is continuous if and only if f is

separately continuous.

For a proof and discussion, see Kiselman’s (2004b) lecture notes.
Let us finally remark that digital continuous functions have been stud-

ied on non-topological digital spaces (Rosenfeld 1986, Boxer 1994). In this
setting, continuous means essentially Lipschitz for some suitable metric
and Lipschitz constant.

Continuous functions on smallest-neighborhood spaces
To study Khalimsky-continuous functions on general smallest-neighbor-
hood spaces, we need to introduce the arc metric. We restrict ourselves
to connected T0 spaces to simplify the discussion.
Let X be a connected and T0 smallest-neighborhood space and let A

be a Khalimsky arc in X. We define the length of A, denoted L(A), to
be the number of points in A minus one, L(A) = cardA− 1. This means
that an arc consisting of just one element has length zero. The arc metric
is defined to be the minimal length of an arc between two points x and
y.
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Definition 1.7. Suppose that X is a T0 digital space. Then we define
the arc metric ρ on X to be

ρX(x, y) = min{L(A);A ⊂ X is a Khalimsky arc between x and y}.
If there is no danger of ambiguity, we may write just ρ(x, y).
The set of Khalimsky arcs between two points is not empty by Theo-
rem 1.2 and their lengths form a discrete set, so the minimum does exist.
Therefore ρ is well-defined and it is very easy to check that it satisfies
the axioms for a metric. One can prove the following version of Proposi-
tion 1.5.

Proposition 1.8. Suppose that X is a smallest-neighborhood space and
that f : X → Z is continuous. Then f is Lip-1 for the arc metric.

This result is slightly weaker than Proposition 1.5. If X = Z
n, we have

d∞(x, y) � ρ(x, y) for every x, y ∈ X. The inequality is strict if x is a
mixed point and y = x+ (k, . . . , k) for some k ∈ Z, k �= 0. There is also
a bound from the other end, namely

ρ(x, y)− 1 � d∞(x, y) � ρ(x, y).

The converse of the proposition is not true, i.e., Lip-1 does not imply
continuity; we know already that the converse of Proposition 1.5 does
not hold. If f is Lip-1 for the l∞ metric, but not continuous, then f is
also Lip-1 for the arc metric and not continuous.

1.7 Digitization and digital straight lines
Many geometrical objects in Euclidean space are very well-known and
has been so for a very long time. A straight line in the plane is set of the
type {a+ bt; t ∈ R}, where a and b are vectors and b is not zero. A circle
is the set of point (x, y) satisfying the equation (x−x0)2+(y−y0)2 = r2,
the center is (x0, y0) and the radius is r.
For digital objects, much less is known. Historically, the first attempts

were algorithmic; a digital object was defined to be the result of a given
algorithm. Bresenham’s (1965) algorithm for digital straight lines was
ground-breaking. The ideas have been extended to three dimensions and
to more general geometrical objects by Kaufman (1987, 1988). One major
drawback of this approach is that it may be hard to theoretically study
properties of objects defined in this way.

Digitization
One possibility to make a precise mathematical definition of digital ob-
jects is through a digitization or discretization. The idea is to take a
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well-known Euclidean object, for example a line segment, and by some
rule convert it into a digital object, which is then declared to be a cor-
responding digital object, in our example a digital line segment. More
formally, let X be any set and Z a subset that we call “digital”; a model
example is given by X = R

n and Z = Z
n. A digitization is a mapping,

D : P(X)→P(Z), that takes a subset of X to a subset of Z. A possi-
bility is the mapping that takes a set A ⊂ X to A∩Z. This digitization
is important but not very useful. For example, the intersection of a line
segment in R

2 and Z
2 is almost always empty.

Many more or less sophisticated digitization schemes have been de-
veloped over the years. The goal is often to preserve certain geomet-
rical and topological properties (Cohen-Or and Kaufman 1995, Lincke
and Wüthrich 2003) or convexity (Gross and Latecki 1995) of the object
to be digitized. Another goal is to optimize approximation properties.
These goals often contradict each other, but reasonable compromises can
under some circumstances be made (Ronse and Tajine 2000, Tajine and
Ronse 2002). Also digitization in Khalimsky spaces have been studied
(Couprie et al. 2003).

Digital straightness and digital surfaces
Digital straight lines are of fundamental importance. Rosenfeld (1974)
clarified the properties of the grid intersection digitization of straight
lines. Let

C ={x;x1 = 0 and − 1/2 < x2 � 1/2} ∪
{x;−1/2 < x1 � 1/2 and x2 = 0}.

For each p ∈ Z
2 let C(p) = C + p where + denotes the Minkowski sum

in R
2. We see that C(p) is a cross centered at p and that ⋃p∈Z2 C(p)

equals the grid lines, (R × Z) ∪ (Z × R). We now define the Rosenfeld
digitization of A ⊂ R

2:

DR : P(R2)→P(Z2), DR(A) = {p ∈ Z
2; C(p) ∩A �= ∅}.

Since the union of the crosses is the grid lines, a straight line or a suffi-
ciently long line segment has non-empty digitization. Rosenfeld proved
that the digitization of a straight line segment is an 8-connected digital
curve that satisfies the chord property. This means that the distance
from the chords between points on the curve is not too far away from the
curve. Ronse (1985) gave a simplified proof of Rosenfeld’s theorem.
Following Rosenfeld’s paper, dozens of papers on the subject have ap-

peared. For example, generalizations to digital lines segments and planes
in three-dimensional space (Kim 1983, Kim 1984). Uscka-Wehlou (2007)
studied lines with irrational slope and Samieinia (2007) gave an alter-
native characterization of digital straightness, introducing geometrical
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objects called boomerangs. A relatively recent survey has been written
by Rosenfeld and Klette (2001).
In higher dimensions, there are additional complications; digital

surfaces turn out to be much more complicated to define than digital
curves. Pioneering work was done by Artzy et al. (1981) and by
Herman and Webster (1983). Again, Rosenfeld was involved in an early
paper (Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld 1981). More recent contributions
to this field include papers by Rosenfeld et al. (1991), Françon
(1995), Couprie and Bertrand (1998), Ciria et al. (2004) and Lincke
and Wüthrich (2003). A definition of surfaces in three-dimensional
Khalimsky space was given by Kopperman et al. (1991). The authors
give various definitions of digital surfaces and study properties of the
defined surfaces, in particular separation properties and theorems of
Jordan–Brouwer type.
We have already touched upon the subject of digital planes. A different

approach, where planes and lines are defined by Diophantine inequali-
ties was introduced by Reveillès (1991). Also in this setting, topological
problems must be handled (Brimkov and Barneva 2004). Andrès (2003)
has refined the arithmetic models to obtain thinner surfaces and Kisel-
man (2004a) generalized Reveillès’s definition by introducing a symmetric
method to deal with strict and non-strict inequalities, and characterized
a digital hyperplane as the graph of a function that is both convex and
concave. Also Arnoux et al. (2007) have worked with Reveillès’s model.
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2. Summary of the results

Two major themes constitute the foundation of this thesis. The first
two papers are about continuous functions and extension of continuous
functions. The remaining papers are about digital lines, surfaces and
manifolds, about digitization and approximation. Everything has some
connection to Khalimsky spaces. This chapter provides a summary of
the papers included.

2.1 Extension of continuous functions
Paper I and II deal with the problem of continuous extension. Suppose
that a Khalimsky-continuous function f : A → Z is defined on a subset
A of some smallest-neighborhood space X. The basic problem is to de-
termine existence of an extension of f to all of X, in other words, the
existence of a continuous mapping F : X → Z such that F ∣∣

X
= f .

Taking another point of view, we have the problem of characterizing the
subsets, A, of a smallest-neighborhood space, X, where any continuous
mapping f : A → Z can be extended to X. This is a digital version of
the Tietze extension theorem for real-valued functions.

Functions defined on Z
n

The first paper treats the case when X = Z
n. To formulate the condition

of extensibility, we need to introduce the following condition, which is
slightly stronger than being Lip-1 for the l∞ metric.

Definition 2.1. Let A ⊂ Z
n and f : A→ Z be a mapping. Let x and y be

two distinct points in A. If one of the following conditions are fulfilled
for some i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
1. |f(x)− f(y)| < |xi − yi| or
2. |f(x)− f(y)| = |xi − yi| and xi ≡ f(x) (mod 2)
then we say that the function is strongly Lip-1 with respect to (the points)
x and y. If the function is strongly Lip-1 with respect to every pair of
distinct points in A then we simply say that f is strongly Lip-1.

It is easy to check that this relation is symmetric and that it implies
|f(x)− f(y)| � d∞(x, y). With this definition at hand, we prove.
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Theorem 2.2 (Continuous Extensions). Let A ⊂ Z
n, and let f : A→ Z

be any function. Then f can be extended to a continuous function on
all of Z

n if and only if f is strongly Lip-1.

The proof of the theorem is done in several steps. First, we prove that
a function on Z

n is continuous if and only if it is strongly Lip-1. Hence,
it is sufficient to prove that a function that is strongly Lip-1 on subset of
Z
n can be extended to a function that is strongly Lip-1 on all of Z

n.
Now, we consider functions defined on a two-point subset of Z

n. We
show that such a function can always be continuously extended to an
arbitrary three-point subset. Finally, we show that if a strongly Lip-1
function defined an arbitrary subset A cannot be extended to a point p ∈
Ac, then there is a two-point subset, {x, y} ⊂ A, such that the function
restricted to {x, y} cannot be extended to {x, y, p}. This contradicts the
earlier result and proves that the function can always be extended to p.
It follows that we can extend the original function, one point at the time,
until it is defined at every point.

General smallest-neighborhood spaces
Let A be a Khalimsky arc of length greater than one in a topological
space X. Since A is an embedded Khalimsky interval, it makes sense
to speak of open and closed points of A and every point in A is either
open or closed. Note that a point, open in A, may very well be closed in
another Khalimsky arc B.

Definition 2.3. Let X be a connected and T0 smallest-neighborhood
space and let x, y ∈ X be distinct points in X. We say that x is open
with respect to y if there is a Khalimsky arc A between x and y of length
ρ(x, y) such that x is open in A, and we say that x is closed with respect
to y if there is a Khalimsky arc B between x and y of length ρ(x, y) such
that x is closed in B.

Using this condition, we present a generalization of Definition 2.1.

Definition 2.4. Assume that the smallest-neighborhood space X is T0
and connected. Let A ⊂ X and consider a function f : A→ Z. Suppose
x and y are two distinct points in A. If one of the following conditions
hold
1. |f(x)− f(y)| < ρ(x, y) or
2. |f(x) − f(y)| = ρ(x, y) and x is open (closed) w.r.t. y implies that
f(x) is odd (even),

then we say that the function is strongly Lip-1 (in X) with respect to
(the points) x and y. If the function is strongly Lip-1 (in X) with respect
to every pair of distinct points in A then we simply say that f is strongly
Lip-1 (w.r.t. X).
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A function f : Z
n → Z can apparently be strongly Lip-1 according to

the definition above or according to Definition 2.1 on page 21. We shall
show that these definitions actually are equivalent for such functions; that
the definition above is a generalization of the earlier definition.
To formulate the proof, we shall need to introduce the sign function,

defined on R and valued in {0,±1}, defined by

sgn(x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
1 x > 0
−1 x < 0
0 x = 0.

The sign function is applied coordinate-wise to a vector. Let f be a func-
tion on Z

n and suppose that f is strongly Lip-1 w.r.t. x and y according
to Definition 2.1. If Condition 2.1.1 is satisfied, then clearly

|f(x)− f(y)| < |xi − yi| � ρ(x, y),
so that Condition 2.4.1 is satisfied.
Suppose now that Condition 2.1.1 is not satisfied for any index i. Let
j be an index such that Condition 2.1.2 is satisfied, i.e.,

|f(x)− f(y)| = |xj − yj | .
If ρ(x, y) > |xj − yj |, then Condition 2.4.1 is satisfied and we are done,

otherwise ρ(x, y) = |xj − yj |, which implies that |xi − yi| = |xj − yj | for
every index i, as ρ(x, y) � d∞(x, y). But then the only candidate for a
Khalimsky arc between x and y is the point sequence

x, x+ sgn(x− y), x+ 2 sgn(x− y), . . . , x+ d∞(x, y) · sgn(x− y) = y,
and the sequence is a Khalimsky arc if and only of x and y are pure
points. Therefore, since xj ≡ f(x) (mod 2), we see that Condition 2.4.2
is satisfied we have proved one direction of the equivalence.
For the other direction, we shall need.

Proposition 2.5. Let x and y be distinct points in Z
n.

ρ(x, y) =
{
d∞(x, y) + 1 if x is open and closed w.r.t. y
d∞(x, y) otherwise.

Proof. Let us start by showing that if x is pure, then ρ(x, y) = d∞(x, y).
Let d = d∞(x, y), x0 = x and recursively

xn = xn−1 + sgn(y − xn−1), 1 � n � d.

It is clear that xd = y and since x is pure, we change in each step
only odd or only even coordinates. This shows that the sequence is a
Khalimsky arc.
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Suppose now that x is not both open and closed w.r.t. y and for
definiteness, let us assume that x is open but not closed w.r.t. y. Then
we can define x′ ∈ C (x) coordinate-wise by

x′i =
{
xi if xi is even
xi + sgn(yi − xi) if xi is odd

1 � i � n.

Now, x′ need not be a pure point, but it is clear that any odd coordinate
of x′ is equal to the corresponding coordinate of y. Therefore, the same
argument as above applies and ρ(x′, y) = d∞(x′, y).
It is easy to see that ρ(x, y) = 1 + ρ(x′, y) since x is open w.r.t.
y, so it remains to be proved that d∞(x, y) = 1 + d∞(x′, y). But the
only possibility for these distances to be equal, d∞(x, y) = d∞(x′, y), is
that for some even coordinate of x, say xj , we would have |xj − yj | =
d∞(x, y). This is impossible. Because then we could reverse the roles
of open and even coordinates, which would imply that x is also closed
w.r.t. y contrary to our assumption.
Finally, if x is open and closed w.r.t. y we see, in view of the arguments

above, that there must be an even coordinate xi and an odd coordinate
xj such that

|xi − yi| = |xj − yj | = d∞(x, y).
Since we cannot change even and odd coordinates at the same time, at
least d∞(x, y) + 1 steps are needed. By a construction similar to the
construction above, we see that it is also sufficient.

The generalized version of Theorem 2.2 is.

Theorem 2.6 (Continuous extensions). Let A be a subspace of a con-
nected and T0 smallest-neighborhood space, X, and let f : A→ Z be any
function. Then f can be extended to a continuous function on X if and
only if f is strongly Lip-1 w.r.t. X.

The outline of the proof is similar to the outline of the corresponding
theorem in Z

n, but the details of the proof are more technical. Also here,
we show that a functions defined on a subset A ⊂ X can be extended to
a point, p, outside A, to A ∪ {p}. Then the axiom of choice is used to
demonstrate the existence of a global extension defined on all of X.

Completely arc-connected sets
The classical Tietze extension theorem states that a continuous, real-
valued function defined on a closed subspace of a normal space, N , can
be extended to a continuous function defined on all of N .
A similar statement is not true in smallest-neighborhood spaces. Sup-

pose that x and y are two closed points in a connected, T0, smallest-
neighborhood space X. Suppose that ρX(x, y) =M . A function defined
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on {x, y} by f(x) = 0 and f(y) =M + 1 is continuous, trivially. And it
cannot be extended to X since a continuous function on X is Lip-1 with
respect to the arc metric.
Instead of closedness, connectedness is involved in the formulation of

digital the digital analogue of the Tietze extension theorem. It depends
on the following definition.
Definition 2.7. Let X be a connected and T0 smallest-neighborhood
spaceand A a subset of X. Then A is called completely arc-connected in
X if
1. A is connected
2. ρA = ρX

∣∣
A

3. For every pair x, y of distinct points in A, if x is open (closed) w.r.t.
y in X then x is open (closed) w.r.t. y in A.
The following two theorems give the results.

Theorem 2.8. Suppose that X is a T0 topological digital space and that
A ⊂ X is completely arc-connected in X. If f : A→ Z is continuous in
A, then f can be extended to a continuous function F defined on all of
X.

Theorem 2.9. Let x be a T0 topological digital space. If A ⊂ X is not
completely arc connected then there is a continuous function f : A → Z

that cannot be extended to all of X.

2.2 Digital straight lines
Rosenfeld’s digital lines are not adapted to the Khalimsky topology; A
Rosenfeld line is an 8-connected curve, but in the Khalimsky plane only
the pure points are adjacent to all eight neighbors. Therefore, the Rosen-
feld digitization of a line is, in general, not connected in the Khalimsky
plane.
In Paper III, we present a digitization that is compatible with the

Khalimsky plane. The details are slightly technical and therefore omitted
in this summary. However, the basic idea is to place a rotated cross, the
set

{(t, t) ∈ R
2;−1/2 < t � 1/2} ∪ {(t,−t) ∈ R

2;−1/2 < t � 1/2}, (2.1)

centered in each pure point of the digital plane. If a cross intersects the
real line, then the corresponding pure point is included in the digitization.
From an abstract point of view, the Khalimsky digitization introduced

is a mapping

D : {line segments in R
2} → {Khalimsky arcs in Z

2}
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The digitization is defined also for unbounded lines. If L ⊂ R
2 is a

straight line or straight line segment, then we denote the digitized version
D(L). A more precise statement of the equation above is the following.
Theorem 2.10. Suppose that L ⊂ R

2 is a real line. Then D(L) is
homeomorphic to the Khalimsky line. If [a, b] ⊂ R

2 is a line segment,
then D([a, b]) is a Khalimsky arc (possibly empty).
We prove also an approximation result.

Proposition 2.11. Let L be a line in R
2. Then d∞(L, p) � 1/2 for

every p ∈ D(L). Moreover, for every x ∈ L we have d1(D(L), x) � 1.
Furthermore, we show optimality, in the following sense.

Corollary 2.12. Suppose that ϕ : Z→ ϕ(Z) ⊂ Z
2 is a homeomorphism,

and that L is a line in R
2. Then

sup
p∈D(L)

d∞(L, p) � sup
p∈ϕ(Z)

d∞(L, p).

Not every embedded Khalimsky line in the Khalimsky plane is a rea-
sonable candidate for a straight digital line. To capture the notion of
digital straightness, we adapt Rosenfeld’s idea of chord properties. We
measure the distance between the chords joining points of the set and the
set itself, using a special metric. Then we can show that a Khalimsky arc
in the plane is a digital straight line segment, i.e., it equals D(L) for some
Euclidean line segment L, if and only if the distance is below a certain
constant.

2.3 Digitization in Khalimsky spaces
In Paper V we present a generalization of the Khalimsky continuous
digitization of Paper III. This generalization depends on some general
results on Khalimsky surfaces presented in Paper IV and on the theorem
on continuous extension of Paper I.

Suprema and infima
In Paper IV we investigate how Khalimsky-continuous functions on
smallest-neighborhood spaces behave with respect to supremum and
infimum. We prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.13. Let X be a connected smallest-neighborhood space and
consider a (non-empty) family of continuous functions fj : X → Z, j ∈
J . Assume that the set {fj(a); j ∈ J} is bounded for some a ∈ X. Then
the mappings x �→ infj∈J fj(x) and x �→ supj∈J fj(x) are continuous.
We introduce the extended Khalimsky line, [−∞,+∞]Z, and generalize

the theorem to functions X → [−∞,+∞]Z.
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Graphs of continuous functions
One way to obtain digital surfaces is to consider graphs of digital con-
tinuous functions. The graph of a mapping f : X → Y is the set Gf =
{(x, f(x)); x ∈ X}, a subset of X × Y .
If Y is ordered by a relation �, we define the epigraph of f , i.e., the

set above the graph, as the set

epi f = {(x, y) ∈ X × Y ; y � f(x)}

and similarly the hypograph is the set below the graph:

hypo f = {(x, y) ∈ X × Y ; y � f(x)}.

We will also need the strict epigraph of f , which is defined as the epigraph,
but with strict inequality, epis f = {(x, y) ∈ X × Y ; y > f(x)}, and the
strict hypograph, hypos f = {(x, y) ∈ X × Y ; y < f(x)}. We prove the
following theorem, similar to what is true for real-valued mappings under
mild assumptions on the spaces involved.

Theorem 2.14. Let X be a connected smallest-neighborhood space and
assume that f : X → Z is a continuous mapping. Then Gf separates
X × Z into precisely two connectivity components, namely epis f and
hypos f . Furthermore, Gf is the adjacency boundary of epis f and of
hypos f .

Boundaries in the Khalimsky plane
Let X be a topological space. The topological boundary, A∩X �A, of a
connected subset A need not be connected; there are simple counterex-
amples such as an annulus in the real plane or a compact real interval.
We note that in both these cases there is an intuitive reason for the

disconnectedness of the boundary, namely that the complement of the
set is not connected.
It can be proved that if a set in R

n and its complement are connected,
then the boundary is connected; see for example Stone (1949). A proof
can also be based on tools from differential topology and Sard’s theorem.
(Ole Andersson, personal communication 2005.)
This result can be transferred to a digital setting. Recall that the

adjacency boundary of a set, A, in a smallest-neighborhood space, is
the set A (A)N (A) ∪ C (A) � A. We give a new proof of the following
theorem.

Theorem 2.15. Let U and V be two disjoint connected sets in the
Khalimsky plane, Z

2, whose union is all of Z
2. Then A (U) and A (V )

are both connected.
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This theorem is implied by a Theorem 7.2.4 in Herman (1998), which is
a very general result and also by an even earlier result: Proposition 7.4.1
of Kong et al. (1992). However, the proof presented in Paper IV is rather
different.
Our proof is based on the following idea. Assume A (U) is not con-

nected and take two points, x and y, in A (U) so that y and x belong
to different connectivity components of A (U). Then, since U and V are
connected, we can find (Theorem 1.2) a Khalimsky arc JV in V and an
arc JU in U with x and y as endpoints.
Together, these curves generate a Jordan curve in the plane (Actually

this is not always the case, and existence of JV and JU with the right
properties must be carefully proved, but let us disregard this technical
complication here). By the Khalimsky Jordan Curve Theorem (Theo-
rem 1.3) there is an interior, and we can show that it is always possible
to push the curve inwards; we can always transform the Jordan curve to
decrease the number of points in the interior.
But we can also show that there is a Jordan curve of the required type

with minimal number of interior points. This leads to a contradiction,
which proves the theorem.
As an easy consequence of Theorem 2.15 we obtain the following.

Corollary 2.16. Let U be a connected subset of the Khalimsky plane.
Then AZ2(U) is connected if and only if U c is connected.
In connection to this section, we would like to mention Corollary 5

of Khalimsky et al. (1990a), which is a similar result but for a different
boundary.

Khalimsky-continuous digitization
Based on the results of Paper IV, we are able to generalize the Khalimsky-
continuous digitization of Paper III to surfaces (graphs of continuous
functions) in Z

n. The digitization process is slightly technical; details
can be found in the paper. We generalize the cross (2.1) to Z

n, by letting

Un = {x ∈ R
n; |xi| = 1/2 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1 and xn = 1/2}

and defining
Cn =

⋃
x∈Un
{tx; t ∈ ]−1, 1] }.

We see that Cn is a cross with 2n arms. Let Cn(p) = Cn + p, where +
denotes the Minkowski sum. Consider a function f : R

n−1 → R and let
Gf denote its graph.
Let P ⊂ Z

n be the set of pure points with the property that the Gf
and the cross Cn intersect:

P = {p ∈ Z
n; p is pure and Cn(p) ∩Gf �= ∅}.
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The points in P turn out to be the graph of a Khalimsky-continuous
function defined on a subset of Z

n−1, provided f is Lip-1 for the l∞
metric. Using Theorem 2.2, this function is seen to extend to Z

n and
using Theorem 2.13, we obtain local formulae for the digitization of f . If
we take the infimum of all digitizations we obtain the lower Khalimsky-
continuous digitization and if we take supremum we obtain the upper
Khalimsky-continuous digitization. We denote these K� and K� respec-
tively. Formally we have

K�,K
� : {Lip-1 mappings R

n → R} → {Continuous mappings Z
n → Z}.

Approximation properties
As for digital lines, we have investigated approximation properties. The
following theorem is proved by checking a list of cases.

Theorem 2.17. Let f : R
n → R be Lip-α with α � 1 and let F : Z

n → Z

be either the upper or the lower Khalimsky-continuous digitization of f .
Then |f(p)− F (p)| � (1 + 3α)/2 for each p ∈ Z

n.

The worst case occurs if α = 1. Then, by the theorem, we know only
that |f(p)− F (p)| � 2. There are examples in which the approximation
is this bad. However, on examining the proof of the theorem, we see that
the worst case is exceptional in some sense. Under additional assumptions
it will not occur. For example, we have.

Corollary 2.18. Suppose that f : R
n → R is a Lip-α mapping (α � 1).

If K�f = K�f then |f(p)− (K�f) (p)| � (1 + α)/2 for each p ∈ Z
n.

In this situation, the worst case is |f(p)− F (p)| � 1. Also, there are
examples showing that the bound is sharp.
Digital planes and hyperplanes are of particular interest and it turns

out that the corollary applies here, since for affine mappings we have the
following.

Theorem 2.19. Suppose that f : R
n → R is an affine mapping and that

f is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant α � 1 for the l∞ metric. Then the
upper and lower Khalimsky digitizations are equal, that is, K�f = K�f .

The proof is based on properties of projections of convex sets and on
the Brouwer fixed-point theorem.
A digital line in the plane can always be described as the graph of an

affine mapping with Lipschitz constant at most one. We may use either
the x-axis or the y-axis as co-domain, as was explained in Paper III. In
higher dimensions this is no longer so; there are planes that are not the
graph of a Lip-1 mapping for any choice of projection. A possible way to
overcome this problem, is to scale the space in certain directions.
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Separation properties
For non-parallel planes in real three-dimensional space, we expect the
intersection to be a line. The last theorem in Paper V is a result in this
direction. It states that the intersection of two Khalimsky planes contains
a curve homeomorphic to the Khalimsky line. If the planes are almost
parallel, however, the intersection contains more points than is needed
for the line.

Theorem 2.20. If U and V are the Khalimsky-continuous digitization
in Z

3 of two planes in R
3, which are not parallel, then U ∩ V contains

a subset that is homeomorphic to Z.

The proof is based on Theorem 2.15. It is not constructive; the argu-
ment depends on the axiom of choice. However, it seems likely that one
could design an algorithm to find a subset homeomorphic to a Khalimsky
interval of arbitrary length.

2.4 Khalimsky manifolds
The goal of Paper VI is to understand the possibilities to construct dig-
ital manifolds that locally behave like Khalimsky n-space. The research
program can be summarized as follows: Try some seemingly natural defi-
nition and investigate its consequences. We address basic questions such
as uniqueness of dimension, existence of certain manifolds, and classifi-
cation of manifolds. As concrete examples, we study spheres and tori.
To aid our analysis of neighborhoods in Z

n and of intersections of such
neighborhoods we introduce the join operator. We prove some results,
for example that a space can, under some mild conditions, be uniquely
decomposed as a join of indecomposable spaces.

Locally finite and locally countable spaces
Spaces with finite adjacency neighborhoods turn out to be a natural class
of spaces to study.
Definition 2.21. A smallest-neighborhood space is called locally finite if
every point in it has a finite adjacency neighborhood. If every point has
a countable adjacency neighborhood, it is called locally countable.
The following proposition implies that the set of closed points is dense

in a locally finite smallest-neighborhood space. This is not true in general
smallest-neighborhood spaces.

Proposition 2.22. Let X be a smallest-neighborhood space and let S
be the set of open points in X and T be the set of closed points. If X is
T0 and locally finite, then X = C (S) = N (T ).
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We also show that a connected and locally finite space is at most count-
able.

Attempts to define Khalimsky manifolds
We start with an attempt to imitate the classical definition of a manifold.
Definition 2.23. A topological space X is called a naive n-dimensional
Khalimsky manifold if it is countable and if there is an open cover (Ui)i∈Λ
of X such that each Ui is homeomorphic to an open subset of Z

n.
It turns out that the concept of dimension is problematic with this

definition.
Example 2.24. The space Z

n is a naive m-dimensional Khalimsky man-
ifold if m � n. To see this, note that the set Z

n × {1}m−n is open in
Z
m.
It is also possible to construct other strange manifolds that does not

correspond to real manifolds in any natural way.
Our next attempt shall be to enlarge the neighborhoods, so that more

information is preserved in the coordinate changes. We shall use the
adjacency neighborhoods AN(x) = N (x) ∪ C (x).
Definition 2.25. A topological space X is called a strict n-dimensional
Khalimsky manifold if it is countable and for each x ∈ X there is a
p ∈ Z

n so that the adjacency neighborhoods ANX(x) and ANZn(p) are
homeomorphic.

Proposition 2.26. A strict Khalimsky manifold has a unique dimen-
sion.

A connected 1-dimensional real manifold is either a circle or the real
line, provided we assume the manifold to be Hausdorff and second count-
able. An analogue result is true for strict Khalimsky manifolds.

Proposition 2.27. A connected 1-dimensional strict Khalimsky mani-
fold is either a Khalimsky circle or the Khalimsky line.

By introducing a real analogue, a real manifold MX associated with
a strict Khalimsky manifold X, we can show that there exist no strict
Khalimsky 2-sphere. The proof is based on the Euler characteristic.

Proposition 2.28. For no strict Khalimsky 2-manifold X is MX = S2.

The join operator
We need to study the structure of adjacency neighborhoods and inter-
sections of adjacency neighborhoods in Z

n. To do this, we introduce a
general way of combining smallest-neighborhood spaces. This construc-
tion generalizes a construction by Evako et al. (1996).
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Definition 2.29. Let X and Y be two topological spaces. The join of X
and Y , denoted X ∨Y , is a topological space over the disjoint set union
of X and Y , where a subset A ⊂ X∪̇Y is declared open if either
1. A ∩X is open in X and A ∩ Y = ∅, or
2. A ∩X = X and A ∩ Y is open in Y .
We prove some basic properties.

Proposition 2.30. The join operator has the following properties for
all smallest-neighborhood spaces X,Y and Z.
1. X = ∅ ∨X = X ∨ ∅ (has a neutral element)
2. (X ∨ Y ) ∨ Z = X ∨ (Y ∨ Z) (is associative)
3. X ∨ Y is T0 if and only if X and Y are both T0.
4. X ∨ Y is compact if and only if Y is compact.
5. If X �= ∅ and Y �= ∅ then X ∨ Y is connected.

If Z = X ∨Y implies X = ∅ or Y = ∅, then the smallest-neighborhood
space Z is called indecomposable, otherwise Z is called decomposable.

Theorem 2.31. Let X be a smallest-neighborhood space. If X = Y ∨Z
and X = Ỹ ∨ Z̃, where Y and Ỹ are indecomposable and non-empty,
then Y = Ỹ and Z = Z̃.

Corollary 2.32. If X is a locally finite smallest-neighborhood space,
then X can be written in a unique way as X = Y1 ∨ · · · ∨ Yn where each
Yi is indecomposable and non-empty.

Khalimsky manifolds
Since the sphere is an important manifolds, we would like to relax the
axioms so that a Khalimsky sphere can be constructed. A reasonable
candidate for a Khalimsky two-sphere is the adjacency set of a point p
in Z

3. If p is pure, this is set {x ∈ Z
3; ‖x− p‖∞ = 1}. To ensure that

this is an allowed digital two-manifold, we shall use it as the basic space
in the definition below.
Definition 2.33. A countable topological space X is called an
n-dimensional Khalimsky manifold if for each x ∈ X there is a point
p ∈ Z

n+1 and a point q ∈ A (p) so that the adjacency neighborhoods
AN(x) and ANA (p)(q) are homeomorphic.
Using the join operator we can prove that any strict Khalimsky mani-

folds is a Khalimsky manifold, and we can prove that dimension is well-
defined.

Proposition 2.34. The dimension of a Khalimsky manifold is unique.

Let X and Y be any topological spaces. If there is a continuous in-
jective map ϕ : Y → X, such that the map ϕ : Y → ϕ(Y ) from Y to
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its image ϕ(Y ) ⊂ X, is a homeomorphism, then we say that the map
ϕ : Y → X is an embedding of Y into X and we say that Y is embedded
into X.
In the classical theory of real manifolds there is a theorem that states

that a compact n-dimensional manifold can always be embedded into R
s

for some integer s. In the case of smooth manifolds, Whitney showed in
the 1930s and 40s that we can take s = 2n. For Khalimsky manifolds we
have the following.

Theorem 2.35. Every finite Khalimsky n-manifold can be embedded
into Z

s for some positive integer s.

In the theory of real manifolds, projections are used to reduce and
bound the dimension of R

s in terms of the dimension of the manifolds.
This method seems difficult to apply to Khalimsky manifolds.
To illustrate the different situation, let us consider Khalimsky circles.

One can show that Z4 and Zm, where m = 8, 10, 12 . . . can be embedded
into Z

2, but that Z6 cannot—Z6 can be embedded into Z
3.

Several questions remain to be studied. One is on the classification of
strict Khalimsky manifolds in dimension two and higher. Another ques-
tion is if it is possible to find a bound on the dimension in the embedding
theorem, something resembling Whitney’s theorem. If the dimension can
be bounded, which seems reasonable, we may ask what is the smallest
number s(n) so that any n-dimensional Khalimsky manifold can be em-
bedded into Z

s(n). At present, we only know that s(1) = 3.
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3. Summary in Swedish:
Digital geometri och Khalimskyrum

Digital geometri handlar om geometri för datorbilder. Den euklidiska1
geometri som man lär sig i skolan passar inte bra i det här samman-
hanget eftersom de geometriska objekten är idealiserade. Det betyder att
en kurva, exempelvis en cirkel, är oändligt tunn och består av oändligt
många punkter. Det universum vi kan överblicka idag består av ändligt
många elementarpartiklar, så det är svårt att tänka sig att vi skulle stöta
på någon cirkel (i matematisk betydelse) i verkligheten. När vi ritar en
cirkel på ett papper så är det bara en mer eller mindre grov approximation
av den tänkta, ideala, cirkeln.
En dator har svårt att hantera idéer i allmänhet och det gäller även

idealiserade geometriska objekt. Istället är en datorbild uppbyggd av små
bildelement, pixlar, som kan anta olika färger; en datorbild är uppbyggd
enligt samma princip som en mosaik, se figur 3.1. Då vi ser en rät linje
på datorskärmen, är det i själva verket en viss delmängd av pixlarna som
framträder, och i vår hjärna smälter de ihop till en sammanhängande
linje.

Figur 3.1: En digital bild, i det här fallet svartvit, är uppbyggd av små bild-
punkter, så kallade pixlar.

Är det då någon avgörande skillnad på den räta linje vi ritar på ett
papper och en rät linje på en datorskärm? Ja, datorskärmen kan vi
behandla som ett exakt matematiskt objekt. Pixlarna kan adresseras
med punkter i det digitala planet – med par av heltal – med x- och
y-koordinater. En rät linje på datorskärmen kan beskrivas genom en del-
mängd av punkter.

1Euklides, grekisk matematiker verksam i Alexandria runt 300 f.Kr.
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På så vis är det möjligt att införa en exakt matematisk teori, att bevisa
satser om digitala linjer med samma precision som Euklides’ satser i
klassisk geometri.

3.1 Tillämpningar
Datoriserad eller datorstödd bildanalys är ett växande forskningsområde,
där datorer används för att analysera bilder av olika slag. Bildanalys an-
vänds för textigenkänning, Optical Character Recognition (OCR) och
automatisk analys av kameraövervakningsbilder, t.ex. tolkning av bilars
nummerplåtar för att påföra trängselskatt. Ett helt annat användnings-
område är tolkning av satellitbilder, t.ex. för miljöövervakning.
I tvådimensionella bildanalysproblem, som de ovan beskrivna, är

många geometriska problem ganska lätta att hantera. Betydligt svårare
blir det i tre, fyra eller fler dimensioner. Här är det viktigt att ha en
fungerande matematisk teori för kurvor, ytor, plan och så vidare.
Tredimensionella digitala bilder kan framställas genom datortomografi,

Computed Tomography (CT). Här finns både tekniska tillämpningar och
medicinska. Tekniska tillämpningar kan röra undersökningar av olika ma-
terials egenskaper, medicinska om att avbilda människokroppen. I det
senare fallet finns också flera andra tekniker för att ta fram tredimension-
ella bilder, till exempel magnetröntgen, på engelska Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI), eller positronemissionstomografi (PET). Om man har
en följd av tredimensionella bilder, alltså en tredimensionell filmsekvens,
uppkommer fyrdimensionella data med tiden som en dimension.

3.2 Topologi och Khalimskyrum
En topologi är en matematisk struktur på ett rum som bland annat de-
finierar sammanhang och kontinuitet. Ett givet rum kan utrustas med
olika topologier och får då olika egenskaper. Till exempel finns alltid en
topologi som gör att ingenting hänger samman (den diskreta topologin)
och en topologi som gör att allt hänger ihop och inget går att bryta isär
(den kaotiska, triviala, eller indiskreta topologin). Intressant blir det om
man hittar en topologi som ligger mellan dessa extrema möjligheter.
Den reella tallinjen, R, utrustar man vanligen med den euklidiska topo-

login. Då blir de funktioner man i skolan lär sig är kontinuerliga också
kontinuerliga i topologisk mening. Och tallinjen blir sammanhängande,
men faller sönder i två delar (en till höger och en till vänster) om man
tar bort vilken punkt som helst från den.
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På den digitala linjen, Z, går det inte att införa den euklidiska topo-
login. Försöker man låta heltalen ärva topologin från R, får man bara
kvar den diskreta topologin, som är ointressant.
Under den senare delen av 1960-talet upptäckte Efim Khalimsky en

topologi som gör Z sammanhängande, men samtidigt med egenskapen
att om man tar bort någon punkt så får man två sammanhängande delar.
Precis som de reella talen beter sig under Euklides’ topologi.
Khalimsky publicerade sina upptäckter på ryska. Först i början av 90-

talet, då Khalimsky skrev en artikel tillsammans med andra forskare,
blev hans topologi känd bland dem som ägnar sig åt digital geometri.
Khalimskytopologin, som topologin numera kallas, kan införas i n-

dimensionella rum, Z
n, som en produkttopologi. Speciellt får vi, då n = 2,

Khalimskyplanet. Figur 1.5 på sidan 14 visar en del av Khalimskyplanet.

3.3 Resultat i avhandlingen
De två första artiklarna behandlar utvidgningsproblem. Antag att vi har
ett rum, X, med en topologi och att A är ett delrum till X. Låt f
vara en kontinuerlig funktion som är definierad på A med värden på
Khalimskylinjen, alltså en funktion f : A→ Z.
Utvidgningsproblemet handlar om att avgöra huruvida det finns någon

kontinuerlig funktion F : X → Z, alltså en funktion som är definierad på
alla punkter i X, och som uppfyller F (a) = f(a) för alla punkter a i A.
Man säger då att F är en kontinuerlig utvidgning av f eftersom de är lika
överallt där f är definierad, men F är definierad på ett större område.
Det går lätt att hitta funktioner som inte går att utvidga, så problemet

är inte trivialt. Ett relaterat problem är att avgöra om det, givet ett
delrum A ⊂ X, finns någon kontinuerlig funktion definierad på A som
inte kan utvidgas till X. För reellvärda funktioner finns en berömd sats,
Tietzes utvidgningssats, som löser motsvarande problem.
För Khalimskykontinuerliga funktioner visar det sig att svaret på fråg-

an är relaterat till hur starkt mängden hänger samman. Att den är sam-
manhängande är nödvändigt för att varje kontinuerlig funktion ska ha en
utvidgning (förutsatt att det omgivande rummet är sammanhängande).
Uppfyller den ännu starkare sammanhangsegenskaper så kan verkligen
varje kontinuerlig funktion utvidgas.

Räta linjer och digitalisering
År 1974 klargjorde Azriel Rosenfeld begreppet digital rät linje i en ban-
brytande artikel (Rosenfeld 1974). Dessa linjer är mindre användbara i
Khalimskyplanet, eftersom de inte respekterar topologin där. Det kan till
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exempel hända att en digital linje i Rosenfelds mening inte är samman-
hängande i Khalimskyplanet.
I den tredje artikeln konstruerar vi digitala linjer som respekterar

Khalimskys topologi. Vi visar också hur man kan känna igen en digital
Khalimskylinje genom en variant av den kordaegenskap som Rosenfeld an-
vände i sin artikel. I princip innebär kordaegenskapen att om inte kordan
mellan två punkter på en digital kurva ligger för långt ifrån kurvan, så
är kurvan en digital linje.
Artikel nummer fyra handlar om allmänna egenskaper hos ytor

i Khalimskyrum. Ett sätt att beskriva en yta är som grafen till en
kontinuerlig funktion. Vi visar att man under ganska svaga antaganden
kan ta minimum eller maximum av en familj kontinuerliga funktioner
och därvid få en ny kontinuerlig funktion. Detta resultat leder naturligt
till en introduktion av den utökade Khalimskylinjen, där man tillför två
nya element till heltalen; plus och minus oändligheten.
Grafen av en kontinuerlig reellvärd funktion separerar det omgivan-

de rummet i två delar. Vi visar att grafen av en Khalimskykontinuerlig
funktion har samma egenskap.
Slutligen ger vi ett nytt bevis för att randen till ett sammanhäng-

ande område i Khalimskyplanet är sammanhängande om och endast om
komplementet till området också är sammanhängande.
Den femte artikeln behandlar en generalisering av den metod som an-

vändes för att konstruera Khalimskylinjer i artikel tre. Metoden kallas
digitalisering. Man utgår från en reellvärd funktion i n variabler och
konstruerar en digital version, en Khalimskykontinuerlig funktion som
approximerar den ursprungliga funktionen. Grafen till den digitalisera-
de funktionen är den digitala versionen av grafen till den ursprungliga
funktionen. På det viset kan man definiera digitala kurvor och ytor i
godtycklig dimension.

Digitala mångfalder
Den sjätte artikeln handlar om möjligheter att definiera digitala mång-
falder med Khalimskytopologi. En n-dimensionell mångfald i klassisk be-
märkelse är ett topologiskt rum som i en öppen omgivning till varje punkt
ser ut precis som R

n för något fixt n. Till exempel är en sfär en tvådi-
mensionell mångfald, eftersom sfären lokalt ser ut som ett plan.
I artikeln visar vi att man inte kan översätta den klassiska definitionen

rakt av; kräver man bara att den digitala mångfalden lokalt ska se ut
som Z

n tillåter man alltför konstiga rum.
För att utesluta dessa konstiga rum undersöker vi sedan en definition

med striktare krav, där vi kräver att mångfalden ser ut som ett Khalim-
skyrum i sammanhangsomgivningen till varje punkt. Denna omgivning
är i allmänhet större än den öppna omgivningen till punkten. Ett sådant
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rum kallar vi en strikt Khalimskymångfald. Vi visar att man nu får ett
väldefinierat dimensionsbegrepp och att klassifikationen av endimension-
ella strikta Khalimskymångfalder blir som förväntat.
För tvådimensionella strikta Khalimskymångfalder blir det däremot

svårigheter. Vi visar att det inte går att konstruera en Khalimskysfär;
att det inte finns någon strikt Khalimskymångfald som på ett naturligt
sätt motsvarar sfären. Eftersom sfären är viktig undersöker vi sedan hur
man kan ändra på kraven i definitionen så att sfären accepteras som en
mångfald, utan att man tillåter alltför konstiga rum. Vi definierar en
Khalimskymångfald som ett topologiskt rum som lokalt liknar en sam-
manhangsomgivning på en liten sfär inbäddad i ett Khalimskyrum av
högre dimension. Sfärer kommer då säkert att finnas och vi visar att
denna definition generaliserar den strikta Khalimskymångfalden.
Vi bevisar också att varje kompakt Khalimskymångfald kan bäddas in

i Z
s för något positivt heltal s. Motsvarande resultat är välkänt för reella

mångfalder; till exempel kan cirkeln bäddas in i planet, R
2, medan sfären

och torusen kan inbäddas i rummet, R
3.

En fråga är nu naturlig att ställa. Givet en dimension n, finns det ett
heltal s så att varje n-dimensionell Khalimskymångfald kan inbäddas i
Z
s? Whitney visade på 1930- och 40-talet att glatta reella n-mångfalder

kan inbäddas i R2n. För Khalimskymångfalder är frågan öppen. Vi vet att
Whitneys begränsning inte kan gälla för Khalimskymångfalder; det finns
en Khalimskycirkel som inte kan inbäddas i Khalimskyplanet, nämligen
den med sex punkter. Däremot kan den bäddas in i Khalimskyrummet.
Hur det ser ut i högre dimension är okänt. Och här slutar avhandlingen.
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